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In the previous studies, rare-metals free titanium (Ti) sintered materials with high 
strength and ductility were successfully developed by solid solution strengthening 
behavior using nitrogen and oxygen elements [1~3]. The pre-mixed Ti+TiN and Ti+TiO2 
powders were employed as the starting raw materials to fabricate PM Ti-N and Ti-O 
materials, respectively. The additional particles of TiN and TiO2 were completely 

dissolved during solid-state sintering, and then nitrogen and oxygen atoms existing in α
-Ti as interstitial solution elements resulted in the significant improvement of tensile 
strength of PM Ti materials. When the solid solution strengthening by nitrogen atoms is 
applied to the additive manufactured (AMed) Ti materials, instead of the above pre-
mixed Ti+TiN powder, the spherical Ti powder containing nitrogen elements (0.1~1.2 
wt%), which was prepared by heat treatment at 800C (1073 K) in nitrogen gas 
atmosphere, was consolidated by selective lase melting (SLM) process. The surface of 
this Ti powder was coated by Ti2N thin layer (thickness; ~ 1 µm), and nitrogen atoms 
were also soluted in Ti matrix. In the matrix of AMed Ti-N materials, the nitrogen 
elements also existed as solid solution atoms and no titanium nitride (Ti2N and TiN) was 
observed because rapid solidification behavior in SLM was effective for the complete 

solution of nitrogen into α -Ti matrix. With increase in the nitrogen content of Ti 

materials, the tensile strength drastically increased, but they showed poor elongation. 
The increment of tensile strength was theoretically estimated by using Labusch model, 
and the calculation results corresponded well to the experimental data after removing 

the α-Ti grain refinement effect. It was concluded that nitrogen solution strengthening 

mechanism was also useful to improve the mechanical properties of AMed Ti-N 
materials as well as the conventional PM Ti-N ones. 
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